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Introduction

How can truth value based semantics in the tradition of Montague (1974) be extended by

a diachronic dimension in an explanatorily adequate way? The present paper offers a first

answer to that question. Yet, it is not exclusively focused on language history.

In order to allow for a meaningful link between synchronic language stages, the

architecture of these stages has to be adjusted in the first place. More concretely, we will

have to reconsider the notion of word meaning in logical semantics and implement a way

to capture their internal conceptual structure. This refined picture of synchronic semantics

will then be suitable to explain a certain type of variation in word meaning, and moreover

offer the basis for an account of metaphoric language use.

The changes in synchronic semantic theory that I will propose do not, in and off

themselves, look very spectacular. Nevertheless, they should eventually allow us — apart

from being of use in diachronic semantics — to answer some of the core criticisms that

have been raised against truth value based “logical” semantics by those who suggest that

logical semantics should be replaced by “conceptual” semantics (e.g. Jackendoff (1983),

Langacker (1990), Gärdenfors (t.a.), Lakoff (1994), Lakoff & Johnson (1999)). The

mistrust in truth value based semantics may have been nurtured by the rigorous positions

defended by some proponents of truth value based semantics, notably Kripke and Putnam

(but not only these).

However, it is not clear how losses and gains would add up, once we gave up a

reliable and interpersonal notion of truth, semantic composition, quantification and logical

implication relations, in favour of a theory which is exclusively concerned with concepts-

in-the-head. Hopefully, the account I propose will allow to integrate some favourable

aspects of both positions. My arguments will, however, be focussed on the concerns of

diachrony, complemented if necessary by observations about language acquisition.
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The first part of the paper will offer an account of how word meanings are established in a

given language in the first place, based on a modified variant of the causal theory of

reference. In a brief interludum, I will discuss how the "meanings" computed in part one

can be grasped by single speakers. This ties in with the question whether and to what

degree the resulting account deserves the label “cognitive semantics”. After this

intermezzo, part three will turn synchronic language stages into a moving diachronic

picture. In a final part, I will briefly relate the resulting theory to prototype theory, the

interpretation of metaphor, and the question of scientific progress.

1 . The creation of meaning

1.1. Baptising, classical version; and three drawbacks

If we want to investigate the question how speakers can change the meaning of words in a

language, it might be a good starting point to ask how speakers can establish the meaning

of a new word in the language. Within the framework of truth value based semantics, the

causal theory of reference (Kripke (1972), Putnam (1975), with a wealth of subsequent

literature) is at present still one widely accepted account for this question. Its paradigm

case is the introduction of a new proper name into a language. Kripke (1972) argues that

the meaning of a name is established in an initial act of baptising, in which the name is

"attached" to an individual R. This leads to rigid designation, or, in terms of intensional

semantics, to constant functions from worlds to an individual like in (1). Let name be a

proper name in the language under investigation.

(1) [[ name ]] is a function ƒ: Ds → De

where ƒ(w) = R

for all possible worlds w .

The causal theory of reference nicely captures some appealing basic intuitions: Firstly, we

feel that those who baptise an individual by a name should be in full command of the

meaning of that name. At the time of being baptised, however, the respective individual

often does not yet exhibit those distinctive properties which might later on be linked to the

name (and, according to description theories, constitute the "meaning" of the name).

Thus, the meaning of a proper name can only depend on its referent. Secondly, the

definition reflects the linguistic convention that proper names stand for one and only one

thing.
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The account was subsequently extended to natural kind terms1 which are treated like

proper names for natural kinds. According to Putnam (1975), the meaning of a natural

kind term is again established in an initial act of baptising with reference to some sample

R of the natural kind in question. This time, however, we want to name the entire kind,

not only sample R. This is captured by the definition in (2). Let nkt be a natural kind

term, let R be the sample that was pointed at in the baptising. Subsidentity is meant to be a

trans-world relation which holds between two lumps of matter exactly if they are of the

same substance.

(2) [[ nkt ]] = ƒ: Ds → D(e,t) where

ƒ(w) = { b | b is a lump of matter in w , and b subsidentical to R }

Importantly, the causal theory of reference in its classical form is committed to the

position of philosophical realism: According to this position, the extension of the

substidentity relation is determined by reality (rather than common knowledge, scientists,

etc.). The external world will determine which lumps of matter are of the same kind,

which animals are of the same kind, etc. This leads to the prediction that the meaning of a

word like "gold" does not depend on how much we know about gold (both, as individual

speakers, and as speaking community). The position of realism has earned its high

reputation in philosophy by the fact that it can account for scientific progress in a simple

and elegant way. The reader is referred to Devitt & Sterelny (1987), (1998) for a more

thorough discussion of the causal theory of reference.

From a linguist's perspective, however, the account is less satisfying. Let me just name

three drawbacks.2

a. For proper names, there is a linguistic convention that one name should refer to

one person/object, even if speakers cannot distinguish the referent. This

convention can be observed whenever speakers realise that they have erroneously

used one name N  for two different individuals a and b (which might be twins).

Such a discovery requires immediate correction: Speakers will ask which one of a

and b is the actual bearer of the name N  or else will decide that there were two

homophonous names N1 and N2 in play.

There is no comparable observable convention for an alleged class of natural kind

terms in language.

                                                
1 I will assume, in accordance with most of the literature, that words like "gold", "water", "jade",
"tiger", "zebra" are examples of natural kind terms.
2 Point (a) and (b) are adopted from Zemach (1976); (c) to my knowledge has not yet been stated in
this clear-cut form. Yet it may be implicit in other work (or explicit in work which I missed).
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Firstly, there is no grammatically distinct class of such nouns. For example, the

words "gold" and "earth" behave exactly parallel in all linguistic respects; yet, one

qualifies as a natural kind term, the other doesn’t.

Secondly, there is no evidence in favour of a semantic convention to the end that a

certain class of words should refer to one and only one “natural kind”. This can be

seen from the lack of immediate corrections in those cases where speakers discover

that they systematically applied the same word to two or more distinct natural kinds

(i.e. not just in stray cases; see section 4.2). They will never react in a way similar

to the erroneous use of a proper name. They will not ask: "which of the substances

is the true N?", and they will not decide to adopt homophonous natural kind terms

N1, N2, for the natural kinds in play.

Therefore, “natural kind terms” can only be those words which accidentially

happen to apply to natural kinds. There is no empirical evidence that would justify

the claim implicit in the causal theory of reference, namely that certain words obey

the linguistic (lexical) convention “apply to a natural kind”. No word does, as little

as any word obeys the lexical convention “applies to substance with ph below 7”.

b. If “being a natural kind term” only depends on the eventual nature of the word’s

referents, then what will happen if nature does not fall into "natural kinds"? Let us,

for the sake of exemplification, adopt the position that animal species are a case of

natural kinds.3 Presently, our increasing knowledge about genetic structure of

animals and command of techniques to alter this structure might lead, in the not-so-

far future, to a continuous space of gen-designed animals which all are to a certain

degree inclined to interbreed, or uninclined to do so, and do so with fertile

children.4 If such a scenario became true, then it would be hard to find a sensible

notion of "being of the same kind as animal X" and the idea of species as natural

kinds would break down.

It is somewhat more far-fetched but not impossible to imagine similar

developments in all domains where we diagnose natural kinds today. There might

be no natural kind terms at all. A theory of meaning which relies so much on a
                                                
3 For an opposite view, see Wilkerson (1995).
4 The family of canides offers several examples of “soft” species boundaries. Generally, it has been
found that the species of wolves/dogs (canis lupus), coyotes (canis latrans) and gold jackals (canis aureus)
can interbreed and have fertile offspring; they just are not inclined to do so under natural circumstances
(Senglaub (1978)). More specifically, Grzimek (1987) reports that “...coyotes and dogs interbreed without
human interference...”, “... the bastards reproduce quickly...” but “... wolves do not interbreed with
coyotes, because the two species don’t like each other. If a wolf can get hold of a coyote, it will kill and
eat it ...” (p. 106; my transl). Wolves and dogs, however, are accepted as one single species in the
biological sense (Senglaub (1978); thus the question whether canis lupus and canis latrans are distinct
species is open. Note however that Grizmek has to be understood as a tendency rather than a universal;
Fox (1975), Kennelly (1978) describe cases of wolf x coyote hybrids in captivity.
Such complications are only partially tractable with the official criterion to distinguish animal species:
The technical term is that animals of one species must be capable to form an "ecological unit" (Mayr
(1942), (1966), (1988)).
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certain kind of reality might turn out to describe an empty set of words. Note once

more that this theoretical discovery would not be matched by any empirical

discovery “that certain words did not refer at all”.

c. The causal theory of reference will predict meaning change where, according to all

empirically observable linguistic behaviour, no meaning change takes place. Let me

give an example.

The Chinese word yu was introduced by ostension, on the basis of lumps of the

chemical substance nephrite.5 By geological accident, until about 1200 all instances

of yu that were met by Chinese speakers were of nephrite. Only in the 13th century

the first pieces of the substance jadeite reached China from Burma, and trade with

jadeite at a larger scale only started in the 18th century. The first pieces of jadeite,

however, were immediately accepted as yu. Not only did they look like previous

yu but they were even considered yu of superior quality. Jadeite, so to speak, filled

the prototypical core of the previously known yu category.6

The question never arose whether lumps of jadeite qualified as yu. Chinese

speakers in 1900 could not say something like "In former times, they would not

have called this lump here (pointing at jadeite) yu but we today do." Nor could they

say: "In former times, they would call this here yu but today, we don't." Present-

day speakers do call both, jadeite and nephrite, by the name yu.  ( jade is actually

mentioned in Putnam (1975) as an example for a natural kind term which is not a

synonym to a chemical substance term.) According to the internal view of the

language community, no meaning change has taken place.

The causal theory of reference, however, will diagnose that those speakers who

first accepted jadeite as yu made a mistake which led to a change in meaning of the

word yu.7 This diagnose is in evident mismatch to the empirical findings.

Apart from these criticisms, the causal theory of reference is a bit inconvenient in a further

respect: It only applies to a very small fraction of even the nominal lexicon. If the account

was satisfying otherwise, this aspect might have been acceptable. Yet, it will turn out that

the modifications which bring us closer to a theory of meaning of actual words of natural

languages will also extend the range of application. Thus, there seem to be several good

reasons to ask for a more flexible, less externalist account.

                                                
5 For the sake of simplicity, I will ignore the fact that other substances were classified as yu of
inferiour quality which were lateron excluded from the extension of yu altogether when the systematic
correlation between "low quality" and "different chemical substance" was revealed. If the reader is worried
by this fact, a shorter version of the story can be told for the European word jadewhich circumvents these
difficulties.
6 See Turner, J. (1996): The dictionary of art, vol. 5 and 6 (“China”)
7 This becomes clearly visible in Haas-Spohn's (1994) explicit account of the causal theory of
reference.
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1.2. A modified account

The idea is certainly appealing that the class of objects that is denoted by a word ω should

somehow "cluster around" those things which were first called "ω". We will leave it open

whether these first uses were deliberate baptises in the literal sense or whether the word ω
was established in a more implicit manner (like for instance loan-words). Can we retain

this appealing aspect of the classical theory while avoiding its drawbacks?

In the definition in (2), "realism" is reflected in the relation of substidentity. Only

reality (or, perhaps, God) knows which things are identical in that sense. Certainly,

speakers don't know it. I suggest to replace it by some trans-world similarity relation ρ.

Loosely speaking then, the word ω applies correctly to the first sample R which was

referred to in baptising, plus any other object K  which resembles (= ρ) R in the

appropriate sense. This will require some more comments.

In contrast to the (classically) unique concept of identity, there are more than one respect

in which things can be similar. Different choices of respect-in-which-things-are-compared

will lead to different classes of things-which-are-similar-to-R. A classical place where this

observation is discussed (but by no means the only one) is Goodman (1972). If we want

to establish a new word ω by pointing at a sample object R, we therefore need to specify

the respect in which other referents of ω should resemble R. It is in that sense that I was

talking about "some" similarity relation ρ in the previous paragraph.

How do we determine which is the intended similarity relation? In addressing this

question, it is of interest to note that even the classical causal theory of reference is based

on analogous choices. Sterelny (1983) observes that, in order to accomplish a baptising,

one needs to specify the taxonomic level at which subsidentity is to be determined. After

all, he argues, it is not predetermined whether we see a female pig R as a sample of the

class of sows, the class of pigs, or the class of mammals. All taxonomic levels are equally

well supported by contemporary science, and in is not clear whether reality attributes

primacy to one level over the others.8 Sterelny calls this the qua question  and suggests

that it is answered by the context in which a baptise takes place.

I will adopt his proposal and assume that the utterance context of a baptise will

render one similarity relation ρ salient which will then serve as the respect in which the

sample is to be generalised.9 Thus, we come to the following modified theory of

baptising:

                                                
8 This argument is based on the assumption that contemporary science is, or at least might be,
approximating reality. Without such an assumption, both the status of claims about reality and the role of
science become dubious. I want to thank Anna Pilatova for making this clear to me.
9 Yet, our range of possible answers is much larger than Sterelny’s. Where he considers:"Should
Fido stand for the class of mammals, for dogs, for male dogs, ... ?", we will also allow for “should Fido
stand for the class of pets, eatable animals, trainable animals, house guard devices, ...”.
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(3) If word ω has been introduced in baptising context c on the basis of sample R then

[[ ω ]] = a function ƒ from worlds to sets of objects such that

ƒ(w) = { x | x is an object that is ρ-similar in w   to R }

The similarity relation ρ was rendered salient by context c. It will sometimes be

called "the similarity relation that belongs to the meaning of ω".10

This definition is intended as the starting point for an epistemic notion of meaning. It is no

longer reality which cuts out the classes of objects denoted by a word. Extension and

intension depend on speaker's interests, as well as their knowledge at the time of

introduction of ω. Similarity is a "realistic" notion only in the sense that the human way to

think about reality is part of reality itself. Similarities reflect how speakers will structure

the sensual input caused by an independently existing external reality.

At this point, two questions naturally arise: The question about the content of similarity

relations, and the question about their formal nature. These questions will be addressed in

the next section.

1.3. Ways of being similar

1.3.1. Empirical support

It has often been observed that humans have an intuitive notion of similarity (of objects,

sensory inputs), and that these similarity judgements are, at least in certain cases, at the

core of category formation and, indirectly, at making judgements about the extension of

words.

“We cannot easily imagine a more familiar or fundamental notion than [similarity], or a notion

more ubiquitous in its applications. On this score it is like the notions of logic: like identity,

negation, alternation, and the rest. And yet, strangely, there is something logically repugnant

about it. For we are baffled if we try to relate the general notion of similarity significantly to

logical terms.”

Quine (1969):117)

                                                
10 Note that this manner of speaking suggests that each reading of word ω  is uniquely based on one
distinguished similarity relation ρ, and perhaps even stronger that this similarity can be uniquely
determined from the intension of ω . Actually, this might be too strong an assumption. Yet, no problems
should arise by this sloppyness. In order to account for cases where the meaning of ω  could equally well
be based on several different similarity relations ρ1, ... , ρn, we can replace "the similarity relation of ω"
by "one of the similarities" or "all the similarities", depending on context. I will avoid this further
complication throughout the text.
Note moreover that I will be talking about "the meaning" of ω  where we should say more precisely: "The
meaning of word ω  in a certain reading".
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The influence of such similarity judgements becomes most prominent in those cases

where they can not be replaced or justified by explicit criteria for categorization. Explicit

criteria would certainly be more satisfying — yet, no human has yet been known who

would structure her world exclusively by explicit criteria according to which that world

neatly falls into categories.11 A great number of categories is formed on the basis of

intuitions beyond justification:

“How am I able to obey a rule? (...) If I have exhausted the justifications I have reached bedrock,

and my spade is turned. Then I am inclined to say: ‘This is simply what I do.’ (Remember that

we sometimes demand definitions for the sake not of their content, but of their form. Our

requirement is an architectural one; the definition a kind of ornamental coping that supports

nothing.”)

Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations I, §217

There also is common agreement that even little children are in command of at least some

similarity judgements. Without this ability, the sensory input they are confronted with

would be an unstructured, ungraspable continuous noise.

“Without some such prior spacing of qualities, we could never acquire a habit; all stimuli would

be equally alike and equally different. These spacings of qualities, on the part of men and other

animals, can be explored and mapped in the laboratory by experiments in conditioning and

extinction. Needed as they are for learning, these distinctive spacings cannot themselves be

learned; some must be innate.”

Quine, (1969, p. 123)

A growing stock of experience and knowledge allows the child to evade the “original sim”

(Keil 1989, chap.10) and get access to more sophisticated ways of being similar.

“...working out a system of perceptual dimensions, a system of kinds of similarities, may be one

of the major intellectual achievements of early childhood.”

Smith (1989:146)

                                                
11 It is not even clear whether such an enterprise can succeed at all. While the nature of
mathematical objects like “possible geometry”, “possible group”, etc. can be fixed by relating some core
operations and constants to each other axiomatically, an analogous exercise for the entire body of concepts
has so far, at best, resulted in thesauri or other encyclopedic collections. The absurdity of a task like
“learning Japanese exclusively by studying (nonillustrated!) Japanese encyclopaediae” suggests that such a
system of cross-references is hardly sufficient to convey meaning.
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It is also commonly assumed that there is a recursive process of deriving higher similarity

relations from the more basic ones (which are, conveniently, accessible through

language).

“ ... many of the quality dimensions of human conceptual spaces are not directly generated from

sensory inputs.”

Gärdenfors, (t.a.), chap.1:24.

This already implies that things can be similar in more than one way. Goodman, in

“Seven strictures against similarity”, writes:

“...we must recognize that similarity is relative and variable, as undependable as indispensable.

(...) We have to say (...) in what respect two things are similar.”

Goodman (1972:444)

Adult categorization behaviour, in turn, is commonly studied on the basis of similarity

judgements. Statistical evaluation of such elicited similarity judgements allows to derive

the number of independent quality dimensions the subjects base their judgements on.

These techniques can be tested and adjusted by applying them for similarities where we

already have a well-developed model of the quality spaces which are involved; the most

frequently quoted example are judgements about colour similarity, which lead to the

dimensions of hue, brightness and saturation. Gärdenfors (t.a.) offers a rich range of

examples of similarity relations on some perceptual domain, and also introduces the

techniques which lead from pointwise similarity judgements to a fully measured domain.

There were some attempts to capture similarity or similarities in terms of a binary, or

ternary, or polyadic relation plus an appropriate axiomatization. Goodman (1951: chaps.

IV-VI), (1972: chap. IX) offers one of the more sophisticated approaches of this kind.

Another brief formal proposal is offered in Lewis (1983:347-8). Yet, judgements about

similarity are not turned into a coherent and sufficient axiomatization as easily as, for

instance, judgements about linear ordering. Let me illustrate this with an example.

Tversky (1977) observed that subjects’ responses to two questions in pairs like the

following can differ:

Is China similar to North Vietnam?

Is North Vietnam similar to China?

He took this as evidence that similarity relations do not obey an axiom of symmetry.

However, he failed to take into account that confrontation with different core samples will
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lead to different salient respects in which the similarity judgements are to be made. In

order to judge similarity to North Vietnam (in the early 1970s), subjects will probably

consider different properties as crucial than in order to judge similarity to China. (The

notion of similarity relation that I will adopt in the next section will thus be symmetric; in

spite of Tversky (1977)).

Let me stress that our enterprise in formal semantics does not consist in explaining or

deriving qualities on the basis of similarity judgements. My more modest proposal is this:

Replace one kind of empirically observable, theoretically basic ability of speakers

— the ability to determine real and counterfactual word extensions

by another empirically observable, theoretically basic ability of speakers — the

ability to make similarity judgements for arbitrary objects relative to given core

exemplars, and a given similarity respect.

The advantage of such a shift of the “basic” level of semantic theory lies in the fact that the

new level of empirical import that I propose will allow us to capture more semantic

phenomena than just what some words mean.

1.3.2. Formal issues

What is the formal nature of similarity relations? Following recent proposals by

Gärdenfors (various places) and Zeevat (1998), I will assume that similarity should be

spelled out as “close in distance”, relative to a given metric d on the domain of objects D

one wants to classify.12 A metric d on D is a function d: D2 → |R+ such that

(4) d(x,y) = d(y,x)

d(x,x) = 0

d(x,y) ≤ d(x,z) + d(z,y)

A welknown metric is the distance between points in an Euclidean space. Gärdenfors

discusses the metrical conceptual spaces of colour perception, sound perception and a

simple gestalt model. Another example of a metric is the trivial metric that can be defined

by a partition {A1, ... , An} on domain D where

                                                
12 For the advantages of this view over a theory of concepts within fuzzy logic, see the extensive
discussion in van der Does and Lambalgen (1998) and the references therein.
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(5) d(x,y) = 0 iff x and y are in the same partition set Ak

d(x,y) = v for some positive real v else

The trivial metrics evidently fail to capture the distinction between core and periphery of a

category; however they offer a simple way to generalize our approach to cases where

categorization is actually based on simple yes/no criteria (like male/female, being adult in

the legal sense, etc.)13

There are various ways in which distances can be turned into similarity. For one, we

could decide that two objects are similar sim(x,y) iff their distance is below a contextually

fixed threshold value ε.14

(6) similarity as closeness
sim(x,y) :<=> d(x,y) ≤ ε for some given ε.

Using this notion of similarity, one predicts that the extension of a category will lie circle-

like around a fixed set of core exemplars. (Evidently, it is crucial that this set be fixed.)

(6) was acknowledged as an appealing picture for category formation by Quine:

“One might be tempted to picture a kind, suitable to a comparative similarity relation, as any set

which is ‘qualitatively spherical’ in this sense: it takes exactly the things that differ less than so-

and-so much from some central norm.”

Quine (1969:119)

Yet, this idea does not do justice to the intuition that, due to the closeness or remoteness

of known negative samples, a category might “stretch out further” in one direction than in

another.

Zeevat (1998) proposes a way of category-formation based on positive and negative

samples. Negative samples obviously are a first step of remedy against circle-shaped

categories. However, Zeevat’s definitions primarily lead to a notion of categorization

which inherently has a temporal dimension.15

                                                
13 Note that Gärdenfors makes the further assumption that d(x,y) = 0 iff x=y. Many actual examples
of distance functions, and especially the empirically supported ones which Gärdenfors discusses obey this
further restrcition, but it disallows to account for such categorical distinctions in a simple fashion.
14 This proposal can be understood as the binary version of those continuous similarity measures
used in cognitive psychology, where similarity is defined as the negative exponential of distance (see e.g.
Hahn and Chater (1997))
15 This is not explicitly noted or discussed in Zeevat (1998).
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(7) inductive similarity (Zeevat Categorization)

• Let (D,d) be a domain D with a distance function d over D.

• A sample of D is a pair of finite sets (D+, D-) such that ∃x∈D∀y∈D+∀z∈D-(

d(x,y) < d(x,z))

(existence of a prototype in D+)

• The dissimilarity k of a sample (D+, D-) is defined as

k := maxx,y∈D+ d(x,y).

• A new object fits into the sample iff its addition does not increase the

dissimilarity of the sample.

These basic definitions suggest that categories are formed by inductively increasing the

sample by objects which do not increase dissimilarity. The result of this process,

however, is not well-defined. It depends crucially on the order in which objects are

looked at, as a simple example in the two-dimensional euclidean plane will reveal:

Depending on whether we augment the initial sample D+ = {a,b} by point c or d, the

resulting category will look like in figure 1 or figure 2. (The pictures are not entirely

faithful - the categories actually will look like “blown-up triangles”.)

c

ba

d

figure 1
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a b

d

c

figure 2

It would be an interesting task in its own right to apply this order-dependency of Zeevat’s

definition in order to account for the way in which (especially artifact) categories depend

on the accidential order of new discoveries or inventions. I will not follow this line here.

Zeevat uses negative samples only to ensure that the initial samples form a continuous

space, so to say. The idea that categories should have no “holes” has been stated in a

more explicit fashion by Gärdenfors (Gärdenfors (1993), (1996b), (t.a.))

Gärdenfors proposes a notion of concept which is also based on a geometrical structure

on the domain. Offering a great number of actual case studies from psychology and

cognitive sciences which support the assumption of such notions as distance and in-

betweenness, he argues in favour of the following main points:

• Distance: Categorization takes place on a domain D with some distance function

d. This reflects the empirical evidence that our domains of perception come

equipped with (simple or derived) notions of distance.

• Dimensions: Different notions of distance in different conceptual domains

(dimensions) can be integrated into a notion of distance on a multidimensional

space. The integration can happen in certain mathematically determined ways.

But, humans might also master notions of distance on the multidimensional

space which build on the lower metrics in a less perspicious way.

• No holes: The following possible restrictions on concepts are discussed:

(a) Only convex spaces in D, with respect to d can be concepts.
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(b) Only star-shaped spaces D, with respect to d can be concepts.

• Categories cluster around prototypes: Voroni Tesselation allows to derive

a partition of an object domain which is based on distances and prototypes:

Given a domain D with a notion of distance d, and a set of (isolated) prototypes

P = {p1, p2, ... pk} , there is exactly one way to cut up D in such a way that

x is in category of pi iff d(x,pi) = mini( d(x,pj) | pj ∈ { p1, p2, ...pk })

We define [pi] := { x | d(x,pi) = mini( d(x,pj) | pj ∈ { p1, p2, ... pk} ) }

Gärdenfors’ initial goal was to distinguish those properties which are used in inductive

generalizations from those that do not give rise to inductive generalizations. He suggests

that the difference between “prejudice-prone” sets and mere set-theoretically existent ones

can be captured by the same geometrical notions that can be used to model similarity

judgements, to explain concept formation, and to reflect the prototype-centered internal

structure of many natural categories.

The use of Voroni tesselations presumes a more global viewpoint of the categorizing

agent, and hence allows for more than circle-shaped categories around core exemplars.

Let me repeat the core definition for further reference:

(8) Similarity by shared prototype

Given a domain D with a notion of distance d, and a set of (isolated) prototypes P

= {p1, p2, ... pk} , there is exactly one way to cut up D in such a way that

x is in category of pi iff d(x,pi) = mini( d(x,pj) | pj ∈ { p1, p2, ...pk })

Define [pi] := { x | d(x,pi) = mini( d(x,pj) | pj ∈ { p1, p2, ... pk} ) }

We can indirectly link any two elements x,y in D by

sim(x,y) :<=> there is a pi  such that x ∈ [pi] and y ∈ [pi]

Under this notion, similarity is primarily a relation on D x { p1, p2, ... } and crucially

depends on D, d, and the choice { p1, p2, ... }.

Note that non-spherical categories (Voroni tesselation) require the previous choice of

prospective prototypes. These are presumably chosen on the basis of similarity as

closeness. The account for computing intensions that was proposed in (3) is open with

respect to the question whether the similarity to R is determined by distance alone, or by

using foils (i.e. core elements of “competing” categories). That choice will probably

depend on the degree to which domain D is explored or terra incognita. Possible similarity

respects can therefore be of either of the two forms given in (9):
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(9) similarity as closeness:

Based on distance d, domain D, threshold ε.
sim(x,y) <=> d(x,y) ≤ ε 

similarity by shared prototype:

Based on distance d, domain D, set of prototypes P.

sim(x,y) iff x and y are in the same [pi] for some pi ∈P.

Judgements of local closeness make sense even on very small domains D, while global

closeness develops from local closeness when more and more objects of comparison are

encountered. Explorations lead from local to global similarity judgements; and better-

developed cases of global closeness will often come along with the claim that the domain

D is also comprehensive . Once more, the epistemic background of the categorizing agent

or community is singled out as a driving factor in the choice of similarity; we will refer to

this aspect of knowledge as “domain knowledge of the speaker / community”. I will

however treat domain knowledge as part of, and not as distinct from, the general

knowledge of the speaker communities under consideration — one reason being that a

clearcut distinction between “general” and “domain” knowledge is difficult if not artificial.

This should not hide the fact that knowledge about range and nature of objects to be

classified is of prime influence in determining some reasonable similarity relation. The

interests of the speakers will then lead them to focus certain specific domains.16

(10) Knowing or specifying the full domain D often means, knowing the relevant

dimensions of variation.

Example: If we consider some core dogs p in a domain D which also contains

non-dogs, interbreeding (yes/no) will be a dimension of variation. If we restrict

our interest to a domain D’ which only contains other dogs, the resulting similarity

will have to be based on shape and colour criteria.

(11) Specifying the full domain means, knowing the maximally possible

distances:

If we think about “colours similar to the red of a ripe tomato” within the full colour

spectrum, rose red, burgundy and English red will still count as similar; if we

think about “colours similar to the red of a ripe tomato” within the shades of red

only, we will only accept reds of almost full brightness around the carmesine

shade.

                                                
16 I thank Remko Scha for clarifying discussions about the impact of “knowing D” in the choice of
the similarity relation. The dog example is his.
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While domain knowledge is based on the known objects in the real world, we make

crucial use of the assumption that similarity judgements can also be made for

counterfactual objects. (Our definition of word intensions on the basis of samples and

similarities rests on this assumption.). It might be of interest to characterize those cases

where several plausible similarity relations on a known domain can compete. Before

doing that, let me briefly relate categorisation by similarity to the mathematically more

respectable partitioning of a domain by an equivalence relation. Given a global notion of

similarity, ideally the following classes form a partition of D:

(12)  [ pi ] := { x | d(pi,x) < d(pj,x) for all j≠i }

Yet, according to our definitions it might occur that some object a ∈ D has equal

distance to two prototypes: d(a,pi) = d(a,pj). Following definition (12), this object a will

fall into neither [ pi ] nor [ pj ]. There is some truth in this mathematical dilemma, though,

as human categorisation seems to count on there being "gaps" between the classes around

core exemplars.

If humans tentatively categorize domain D on the basis of d and { p1, p2,  . . .  } ,

advance in knowledge can reveal that the “gap expectation” fails to hold true. We might

discover hybrid objects a halfway between two prototypes. Such discoveries will lead to

uncertainty about the proper classification of a, the adoption of further dimensions which

allow a justified classification of a as "being more like pi" or "more like pj", or a complete

re-investigation of the domain D in question. In such cases, it will also depend on the

"artificialness" of the hybrid object (—like, being malevolently confronted with

something exactly between cup and bowl—) whether the further classification criteria are

adopted permanently, or just occasionally.

If the gap expectation is fulfilled, however, then the classes [ pi ] above give us a

partition of D, with the equivalence relation x≈y iff the closest prototype to x is the same

as the closest one to y.

We can now talk about the cases where two categorizations can compete.

(13) Let D be a domain of (real or counterfactual) objects

LetDo be the known subpart of D (i.e. known to some speaker community, at

some time).

Let moreover P’, P” be two different choices of prototypes in Do, and d’, d”

distance measures on D, such that the categorizations (D, d’, P’) and (D, d”,P”)

are distinct.

We say that (D,d’,P’) and (D,d”,P”) compete on Do iff both give rise to partitions

of Do, and the partitions
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{ { x∈Do| d’(x,pi’) < d’(x,pk’) for all k≠i} | pi’ ∈ P’} and

{ { x∈Do| d”(x,pi”) < d”(x,pk”) for all k≠i} | pi” ∈ P”} coincide.

We are often confronted with competing categorizations. While it is the business of

science to find arguments in favour of one or the other of these competing classifications,

I will assume for the purposes of natural language semantics that some specific one of

these, the “simplest” one or perhaps only the one which finds most support in the group

of those who are experts in the relevant domain, is the one that underlies “the” similarity

relation used for that purpose.

This offers us a potential link to integrate scientific progress. If we can increase Do

so as to contain one of the crucial objects h on which competing classifications do not

coincide, the nature of h can often be turned into an argument in favour or against one or

the other classification. But also if the political climate in the expert group changes, or if

experts change their view of what is judged to be the most elegant or simple way to look

at things, they might turn down one of several competing classifications in favour of

another one. All these processes have in common that not much changes for the common

speaker.

Evidently, we could complement the notion of “competing” by “almost

competing” in order to characterize those constellations where two ways to categorize D

do differ on known objects, but only on objects of marginal status.

These definitions and observations not only serve to make my claim, namely that a

context of word introduction (or later even: word use) highlights one specific similarity

relation, more plausible. They also should offer the basis to resolve the tension between

scientific progress and semantic change. (We will come back to this question.)

Summarizing, I assume that, in a context of word introduction or, sometimes, word use,

there is

• a salient transworld similarity relation sim

• based on a notion of distance d

• which is of either of the two forms given in (9)

• which is therefore symmetric

• which is unique (modulo a social component of expert taste &

  politics)

1.3.3. Some linguistic examples
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In addition to experimental work in psychology and cognitive science, the synchronic

semanticist can offer a range of similarity respects which are operant in determining the

extension and intension of given words. Cross-linguistic studies in categorization have

revealed that speakers’ judgements about similarity of two objects on the one hand, and

their inclination to call these two objects by the same name on the other hand can differ

considerably (see Malt et. al. (1999)). If we subtract instances of evident polysemy, the

remaining examples show that a word’s extension (and thus meaning) is often determined

by more intricate, historically grown notions of “being similar” than those run-off-the-mill

similarities that prevail in the literature. The following list of similarity relations that are

operant in determining the meaning of words is at best exemplaric; its purpose for the

main course of my argument is solely to increase the reader’s imagination as to in what

ways things can be similar.

Shape is probably the most prominent respect in which an initial sample can be

generalised. Checking our lexicon, we find that shape is operant most purely in the

meaning of words like "triangle" or "circle" (in their everyday sense where also a

somewhat shaky triangle counts as a triangle). These are clearly based on the idea of

"looking like a prototype triangle" and "looking like a prototype circle".

More concepts rely on shape. In order to decide that the person who entered my

office yesterday and the person who comes in today are one and the same individual, I

will primarily rely on the fact that the two look quite similar (although the person might

have been at the hairdresser's in the meantime).

Shape also is primary respect used by children in categorisation and language

acquisition (see Keil (1989), (1994) for an overview over the shape/knowledge

discussion in the literature on first language acquisition).17

In artificial language learning situations as those arranged in psycholinguistic

experiments, both adults and children will use shape as the default similarity criterion in

absence of any other clues (see Landau et al. (1998)).

The semanticist and lexicographer might note that all words which refer to visible

things have a reading that can be paraphrased as "looking like a core instance of ..."

Thus, "apple" can apply to a plastic fruit that looks like an apple and a functionally useless

rubber hammer is nevertheless a "hammer". Unlike "circle" and "triangle", these words

have another prominent reading, resting on functional, biological, physical, and other

criteria. This might obscure the fact that the shape based reading is another respectable

reading of the word.18 Yet, if we organise meaning in terms of samples and

                                                
17 Luzie (2;4) consistently includes wolves and foxes into the extension of "dog", thus proving
quite a good biological eye.
18 This is sometimes overlooked by those who believe that words usually have only one reading.
To name a case in question: I think that the discussion in Bloom (1996) in part suffers from that
supposition. He asks subjects to tell him the extensions of function-based words like “boat” and
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generalisations, and if we acknowledge the fact that shape is something like a default

generalization, the shape/ρ polysemy (for any other similarity ρ) is no longer a surprise.

Shape readings can finally become operant when old words are "recycled" in

creating new names for objects or kinds. The mountain Matterhorn got its name on basis

of the word "horn" in its shape reading ("looks like a horn"), not on the basis of its

biological reading ("part of an animal, usually somewhere on the head").

Function is often used as the alternative respect in which things can resemble each other

(this bipartition is exemplified once more by the experimental design in Landau et al.

(1998)). Note, however, that unspecified function will often be too broad for our

purposes. Artefacts are usually built to fulfil a specific function. Usually we will take

these more specific functions-for... to stand for single similarity respects under the header

of "function". A word like "tin-opener" exemplifies this kind of similarity. Tin-openers

are created for the purpose of opening tins (while leaving the contents unspoilt), and

everything which resembles core tin-openers in that respect will qualify as a tin-opener,

no matter what it looks like. An object which resembles (my) core tin-openers in the

functional respect of "being an instrument with which one could severely hurt enemies"

will not qualify as a tin-opener (wrong function). An object which looks like a core tin-

opener but  does not work like one will only be a "tin-opener" in the shape sense of the

word.

Yet, things can be even more subtle. Words for traditional tools like "hammer" do not

depend on function alone. At least I would hesitate to call anything which can draw nails

into wood a "hammer", no matter how it works. In fact, we have learned that core

hammers are also of use for many other purposes (like, opening nuts, flattening bulges

on my car, ...) which other devices might not fulfil. We have to face the fact that a certain

amount of deliberate definition can play a role in determining whether something x

resembles something R sufficiently to call them by the same name. In the case of

artefacts, the inventor or creator has, to a certain extent, the right to decide in what class

the new artefact should fit. This is especially so for innovations or other borderline cases.

The fact that the trackball of my laptop is not called a "mouse" although it exactly fulfils

the function of the mouse offers an example. The decision will often depend on marketing

strategies— calling your new trackball a "mouse", you suggest that you have merely

improved the old "mouse" somewhat. Calling it a "trackball", you stress the fact that you

have invented a device that may fulfil the old function, but is radically different from the

old tool in all other respects. (Guess what would be the better marketing strategy.) Such

deliberate instances of classification are also discussed in Bloom (1996), who moreover

                                                                                                                                              
acknowledges, surprised, that people are willing to accept something as a boat that looks  like one,
although it might be functionally useless.
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includes a discussion of pieces of art. Bloom concludes that the creator of an object, and

especially the artist, is extremely free in relating his creations to existing samples. 19

Definitions in terms of necessary and sufficient criteria can be modeled by making use

of the trivial similarities which were briefly mentioned in the previous section in (5).

Names for certain dishes, or generally foods, often are assigned depending on mode

of preparation rather than similarities in taste alone. The right kind of ingredients (artificial

vs. naturally grown) can also be crucial.

It might also be worth stressing that explicit yes/no criteria and implicit similarities

can combine. If we assume, for example, that “red wine” is every alcoholic beverage that

has been produced on the basis of red grapes, following certain procedures more or less

closely, then “Chianti” is that kind of beverage which is moreover explicitely

characterized as “grapes grown within a fixed, welldefined territory. We find many such

names where provenience is a restricting factor.

1.4. Context as a further parameter

In section 1.2 I proposed that the context (of baptising, and sometimes of use of a word

ω) will suggest some similarity relation. This similarity will then determine the class of

objects that are represented by the samples. Now that I have given a more specific idea of

what kinds of similarity will play a role, we can also specify in some more detail the

contextual factors that determine this choice.

If someone introduces, or uses, some word ω in a context c, then c will determine

the following aspects (the last aspect being optional):

(i) When does c take place? — Time of c.

(ii) Who were speaker and addressee in c?  — Speaker and hearer, and in a

broader sense: language community

(iii) What was the overall aim in the conversation? — Interests of speaker and

hearer in c.

(iv) What was the conversation about? — Referent of ω in c.

                                                
19 I do not agree with the conclusion of Bloom that no other criteria apart from the creator’s
intension are necessary in order to classify artefacts. Bloom's allegedly criteria-free account hides the
common criteria for classification at the point where the community decides: Is an intension of a creator
still rational - "yes, this might still qualify as a boat" - or already lunatic - "anyone who dares to call this
thing a boat must be crazy".
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Indirectly, time and speaker community of c will determine the epistemic state of the

speaker community at time t (= "what they know"). Knowledge and interests are two

major independent factors that determine the choice of some similarity relation, as we

have already discussed at some length in the previous sections. (Domain knowledge will

be treated as part of general knowledge rather than forming an own parameter; further

adjustments are possible at that place.)

Two contexts c1 and c2 in which speakers with the same interests talk about some lump of

matter R can differ in the knowledge available to these speakers, thus leading to different

similarity respects ρ1 and ρ2. This theoretical assumption is confirmed by two kinds of

empirical evidence, coming from language acquisition and the history of science.

Keil has conducted a great number of experiments which attest the development of

children’s categorization criteria in accord with their growing knowledge about the world.

He reports, for instance, that small children will accept a racoon that has been changed in

shape by painting, shaving etc. as a skunk, thereby proving that they categorize animals

mainly according to shape. Older children, on the other hand, insisted that the animal

before and after the treatment remained a racoon, paying more attention to criteria like

origin, kinds of parents of animal etc. Moreover, such shifts typically concern entire

domains. They are based on general knowledge (in that example: about animals) rather

than specific knowledge (about racoons). While there is an ongoing debate in language

acquisition research whether the infant is born with literally no knowledge, or whether

even at level zero is equipped with a minimal folk physics and psychology, the impact of

growing knowledge on categorization behaviour is undeniable.

In the history of science, one might want to take the development of biological taxonomy

as an example of knowledge-dependent categorization. Animal categorization was

traditionally based on distincitve shape, and only secondarily concerned with cross-

breeding or, more recently, genetic closeness. The discovery of “twin species” was the

final blow against this criterion: Two groups of animals which look exactly alike, but

which are not able to have common offspring. Since then, the ability to interbreed is

considered a necessary criterion for specieshood (though not a sufficient one; see Mayr

(1942), Senglaub (1978)). A general survey of taxonomic criteria in biology is offered in

Rheinberger (1983).

The opposite case consists in a pair of contexts c1 and c2  which take place at the same

time, and within the same speaker community, but with different interests. In one of the

situations, for example, speakers might be interested in the biological structure of a bird's
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feather while in another situation, they have just discovered that the feather can be used

nicely to scratch ink onto paper. Different interests will result in different ways to

generalise the sample.

This assumption finds empirical support from recent literature in

psycholinguistics, specifically the paper by Landau et al. (1998). Subjects were shown

fantasy objects and told a name for "that kind of thing". Without further instructions,

subjects tended to apply the name to further objects of similar shape. However, when the

same phantasy objects were introduced in another context c2 by pointing out some

specific task one could fulfil with this object, speakers were more likely to apply the name

to further things which also suited that specific task (independent of shape) and rejected

objects of similar shape which were unsuitable (due to unsuitable material, for example).

Landau et al. were primarily interested in differences in categorisation behaviour between

adult speakers and children. They report that children up to age 3 tend to stick to the

shape-based classification, while adults switched to function based categorisation more

easily. As I am interested in long term developments of adult language rather than

children, this does not affect my main point.

A more sophisticated case of different interests which lead to different categorizations is

offered in Kitcher (1984). He proposes that different notions of “species” are supported

by different taxonomic interests, namely those of evolutionary vs. synchronic biology.

Let me finally comment on the difference between speakers and speaker community.

Evidently, we do not want to make word meanings dependent on the knowledge of

arbitrary individual speakers. The idea of some linguistic "division of labour" was already

introduced in Putnam (1975), and has been accepted without much objection. In that

sense, single speakers in some given context c may not even themselves be fully aware of

the kind of similarity relation in play.20 We might speculate that, at least in the case of

baptising, there could be some sociologically directed correllation between who are

considered to be experts in certain questions, and who are authorised to introduce certain

words into the language. Only the biologist may establish the name of a new species, and

only the expert in chemistry or pharmacy may name a new substance.

In the third part of the paper, however, we will elaborate the idea that also non-

baptising contexts c where a word ω is used may be relevant for the further meaning of

that word ω. All speakers are experts in language: They can counterfactually consider

„what would be the qua answer if the meaning of word ω was established by our present

context of use?“. In such contexts at latest, we have to face the possibility that speakers

                                                
20 Note that once more the theme of partial semantic knowledge turns up (see footnote 4).
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and hearers might be laymen in the relevant subject. But they still are part of a speaker

community and in that sense participate in expert knowledge.

In section 3.2, the functional dependencies between contexts, times, interests,

speakers and knowledge will receive a formal treatment and get integrated into a

diachronic dimension. Before doing that, I want to clarify the position of my proposal as

a link between a certain type of conceptual semantics and truth value based semantics.

Part three is self-contained, however, and the reader who wants to pass on to the tradition

of meaning from this point is free to do so.

2.  The grasp of meaning

2.1. How can intensions be in the head?

I have proposed a way in which intensions are determined by more basic ingredients,

namely referents and ways how to generalize them. In doing this, I claim, we can

integrate insights about word meaning from cognitive semantics into traditional truth value

semantics.

It has always been clear that no speaker can literally hold "intensions", functions from an

infinite set of possible worlds into some possibly also infinite extension, in her head as an

explicit list.21 The position adopted in much semantic literature is thus that intensions are

to model a certain ability of speakers, namely the ability to decide for an arbitrary object

whether it should go into the extension of some given word (under the present

circumstances) or not. For example, Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet (1990:74) write: "This

shows how our procedure (i.e. a simple version of truth value based semantics, R.E.) can

be regarded as an abstract representation of our capacity of pairing sentences with the

situations that they describe (...)".22

Is it enough for semantical purposes to model just and only this (idealized) ability of

speakers? In spite of the impressive amount of theory that is based on this simplified

assumption, some would enthusiastically object. Truth value semantics has remained,

programmatically, agnostic with respect to the question how  this ability is organised in
                                                
21 The relation between semantic idealization and psychological reality is discussed in Partee (1979).
With respect to the finiteness of the brain, she writes: “For one thing, you don’t need to represent all of
the possible worlds distinctly in order to know a function that has them as a domain. We know the
function for adding arbitrary real numbers without being able to represent all the real numbers distinctly.”
(Partee 1979:3)
22 The case can be compared to addition of integers. Mathematics is usually studied without
reference to how  the addition table is implemented in our head. And mathematics that would account for
the fact that humans can not, for practical reasons, add two numbers once they become very very very
large, would not be "better" mathematics.
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our heads, what bits of knowledge evidence that I, for example, master the meaning of

the word “dog”, and which kinds of functions from possible world into extensions are

such that humans can grasp them at all.

One possible, and widespread, answer is that I am in command of a “dog-

concept” which is linked to the word “dog”. Yet, giving a name to the thing in my head

does not, in and off itself, tell me what it is.23 Crucially, it does not tell me how to find

out whether two speakers have the same “dog-concept” or different ones. We might spell

out “concept” as “mental image” or “stereotype description”. However, the mental images

or stereotype descriptions of “dog” of any two speakers can differ while they still mean

the same thing by “dog”. The only safe test for concept identity is the extension test: The

implementations of the meaning of "dog" of two speakers coincide only if they produce

the same extensions and (as far as that can be tested) intensions. In doing this, speakers

may express uncertainty or they may rely on experts, but whenever one of them insists

that something is a dog where the other one is sure that it isn't, we'll have to conclude that

they don't mean the same thing by "dog". We are back at the intensions of truth value

based semantics.

Scholars in cognitive semantics usually avoid to acknowledge this fact. For

example, Jackendoff writes in (1983:238) that "we have observed on many occasions that

truth, purportedly a relationship between language and reality, has little relevance to the

nature of linguistic and cognitive judgements, if it can be defined at all." Consequently, he

never, in that book, addresses the question of how we can make sure that two different

speakers actually have acquired or master the same concept.

The account proposed here keeps intensions as word meanings, and retains the

knowledge about a word’s combinatoric behaviour in semantic composition as part of its

meaning. Its main proposition is that these meanings are based on more primitive

ingredients: Core referents and similarity relations. It can realistically be claimed that

speakers master both.

We, as little as others, can explain “meanings” in terms of some natural science. Previous

truth value semantics assumed word meanings as given, we have to assume that speakers

can make similarity judgements, and take these as primitives in our account. Yet, breaking

up “meanings” in this way and understanding the space of possible similarity relations

will allow us to tackle semantic questions which remained outside focus in traditional

truth value based accounts:

                                                
23 The proposal by Zwarts and Verkuyl (1994) for an algebraic reconstruction of Jackendoff’s
concepts, to my eye, highlights this point. While their aim is, to show that conceptual structures are not
beyond formal treatment, they thereby reveal that the resulting formalism looks very much like higher
order logic on a sorted ontology, plus constraints on concept combination (i.e. conjunction).
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– the acquisition of word meanings through ostensive presentation of core

exemplars and an increasing understanding of the similarities in question

– the grasp of some  meaning by individual speakers

– a notion of “closeness” and “remoteness” of two meanings

– an account for changes in meaning

The resulting meaning is truth-value based in the traditional sense. However, it is

computed on the basis of human cognitive abilities. Humans, not reality, provide the

notion of similarity. And clearly, the samples as well as all further objects in the extension

are filtered through our perception. Once more, the question is not whether some x and R

are ρ-similar in any absolute sense (whatever that might mean) but whether we would

perceive them as similar.24 This perspective coincides with the position of Jackendoff

(1998) where he stresses the compatibility of cognitive semantics and intensional

semantics. While my focus on diachronic matters has led me to refine the intensional

structure of meaning in other ways than those followed by Jackendoff, our construal of

model-theoretic semantics is the same.

Concerning the details, my proposal evidently owes to recent work of Gärdenfors

(see references); while he focusses on the cognitive abilities in categorization in general, I

have offered a first implementation of his ideas into a semantic theory.

2.2. Degrees of ignorance

How does the knowledge of a single speaker, or the knowledge offered by a traditional

lexicon relate to the account of word meaning developed here? A nice aspect about the

approach is that we can easily locate what has elsewhere been called "stereotype

knowledge" or "default knowledge": This is primarily knowledge about the core samples

for a certain word. According to our view, this does not amount to the idea that the set of

samples already is the full extension of the word in question, or that the descriptions

amount to a definition of the word in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions.

Clearly, speakers will understand that these samples will have to be generalised.

Entries in a traditional lexicon might also provide some indication with respect to

the similarity relation according to which these samples are to be extended to a full class.

Certain aspects of this generalisation, however, might be implicit knowledge and rarely

found in a circumscription of a word's meaning. One of the advantages of breaking down

speakers’ knowledge about the meaning of a word into knwoedlge about core referents,
                                                
24 In order to prevent misunderstandings, let me hasten to add that we are in command of quite
sophisticated modes of perception — using further technology, we can for instance distinguish an apple
that emmitts radiation from one which doesn't, although the "look the same". Still we are in principle
unable to access the Ding an sich.
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and knowledge about ways how to generalize them, is that implicit and explicit

knowledge is separated rather than merged into one untractable “ability to determine actual

and counterfactual extensions of the word”. Our picture corresponds to the division into

“what you have to tell someone about the meaning of a new word” and “what you can

leave to them” in a clearer way than the traditional intension.

Moreover, we can mirror the fact that speakers might not be in full command of the

meaning of a word, that they only have partial knowledge. There are varying degrees of

ignorance.

Take the word "fox", for example. I know enough about foxes to be able to

describe, and maybe even find, a typical exemplar of a fox. I also know enough about

biology and English to know that the similarity relation in question should be "similar in

the sense of being of the same species". However, I must leave it to experts to explicate

the criteria that apply in the case of foxes. In other words: I can not, for an arbitrary

animal, determine whether it is a fox or not. Nevertheless, this kind of knowledge seems

sufficient to agree that I know the meaning of the English word "fox".

However, I also know words for which I know typical exemplars, but have no

idea as to how these should be generalised. To reveal my ignorance of English: I know

what a typical instance of "cattle" looks like, but I am uncertain whether these should be

generalised to the full species, or whether the boundaries are drawn on the basis of

functional aspects (like, being owned and exploited by a farmer). In this case, it is

questionable whether the speaker (= me) still knows enough to know the meaning of the

respective word (= cattle). Yet, that speaker (once again, me) can fight her way through a

good deal of conversation without this lack of knowledge becoming apparent.

The picture also explains why even speakers who don’t know how to generalize

the core exemplars of a category will be able to use the respective word ω felicitously. If

we assume that referents of ω are more frequently normal ω’s than not, then I, as a

hearer, can follow any conversation about ω’s by assuming that the referents in question

will look like my stereotype. Most times, I will be right. But, if I am wrong, I am not

surprised either — being aware that my lexical knowledge about ω was underspecified in

the sense of a missing respect of generalization.25

Many interesting questions arise at that point. How many speakers need to have

knowledge of the first kind about a word such that we would count it as an item of the

language under discussion? Will a word shift its meaning(s) more easily at a time when

only few speakers of the language can master it in the full sense? (Which is most likely.)

                                                
25 This is, of course, at the core of any theory of lexical knowledge, be it Putnam’s stereotypes,
Fillmore’s frame theory or whatever. The new point in my story is that stereotypes fall out as part of the
overall picture, rather than - like e.g. in the writings of Putnam - running alongside with “official”
semantics as a kind of “auxiliary semantics for real speakers”.
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Do vague category boundaries depend on the fact that different speakers have different

knowledge (or rather believes) about the meaning of words?

Questions like these have, however, to be left for future research.

3 . The tradition of meaning

In section one, I proposed a modified version of the causal theory of reference. It offers a

conceptually meaningful way to construct (truth value based) extensions and intensions

by generalising initial samples according to a salient similarity relation.

Section two was devoted to the task of locating the account at the borderline

between truth value based and cognitive semantics. Meanings, although being computed

on the basis of cognitive operations, are still couched in a truth value based framework.

Thereby we combine some of the explanative potential of cognitive semantics with the

structural potential of truth value based semantics.

The present section is devoted to the core issue of the paper, a diachronic theory of

meaning. In order to be able to talk about word histories, we will first introduce a further

temporal parameter into the representation of words in order to distinguish different

language stages (3.1.) . Next, we will introduce some notation in order to be able to talk

about the uses of a word ω at stage t (3.2.). In 3.3., I will elaborate the idea that the uses

of word ω at time t determine the spectrum of possible readings at time t+1. Section 3.4.

will finally review the possibilities for meaning changes which are implicit in the approach

and will offer examples of actual word histories which instantiate these patterns.

3.1. A temporal parameter

We need to distinguish the meaning of a word ω at time t from the meaning of the same

word ω at time t‘. We will make the idealising assumption that time proceeds in discrete

steps. Eventually, we want to determine the meaning of word ω at time t+1 from its

meaning at time t, the exemplars that were usually referred to by ω at time t, plus the

circumstances under which word ω was predominantly used at time t (where

„predominantly“ can mean both „predominating in quantity“, or „by socially dominating

speaker groups“). However, we are not as far yet, and will use this section in order to

clarify the formal nature of the temporal index.

Our subject of investigation are words-in-time and their meanings. I will base my

considerations on synchronic semantic models M in the Montagovian tradition where

meanings are objects in models of type theory (Montague/Thomason (1974)). These

models will have to be augmented by several ingredients which will be introduced in turn.
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All models M will contain a set T of points of time which carry a discrete linear order. If t

∈ T, I will use t+1 to refer to the point in time which immediately follows t. The trans-

temporal meaning of word ω is a function from T into an appropriate synchronic meaning

of ω.

(14) If ω is an expression in L, then the diachronic meaning of ω relative to some

model M is [[ ω ]]M = a function, mapping T → [ Ds → Dα ] where α is a logical

type matching the syntactic category of ω
[[ ω ]]M, t denotes the synchronic meaning of ω at time t. We have

[[ ω ]]M, t = [[ ω ]]M ( t ).

In order to make matters easier to read, I will from now on focus on the case of a proper

noun ω which would synchronically be interpreted in D(s,(e,t)).26

(15) If ω is a proper noun, then the diachronic meaning of ω relative to some model M,

[[ ω ]]M, is defined as follows:

[[ ω ]]M = a function, mapping T → [ Ds → D(e,t) ]

[[ ω ]]M, t  is interpreted as [[ ω ]]M applied to time t.

Note that [[ ω ]]M, t  is not the same as „the things we’d call ω at time t“ in the sense of

temporal logic. If we take the noun meat, then [[ meat ]]1000aC is the meaning of meat in

the sense of 1000 a.C. (roughly, "food" in the modE sense). The extension of modern

meat at t=1000 a.C. in the sense of temporal logic, however, means „everything in 1000

a.C. which would qualify as a meat in the modern sense of the word“.

3.2. Yesterday's uses of a word

We will now introduce the formal ingredients which allow us to capture yesterday's

contexts of use of a word ω, or at least all those aspects of such contexts which might

become relevant in the further (semantic) life of the word. Let therefore

(16) C = { c1, c2, c3, …} be a set of contexts

SC = { s, s', s'', ... } be a set of speaker communities

INT = { int1, int2, int3, ... } be a set of interests

Moreover, assume the following family of functions:

                                                
26  I'd like to stress that this does not mean that the theory is in principle restricted to the case of
proper nouns. I adopt it purely for expository purposes. The range of the full account will be discussed at
the end of the paper.
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(17)

time: C → T

int:   C → INT

sc:  C → SC

ep:  T x SC → P(W)

word: C  → word ω that was used in c

qua: C → ρ where for each c, qua(c) is a similarity relation on the

domain that is appropriate for word(c)

ref: C → Dα where for each c∈C, ref(c) is the referent of word(c) in c.

The first three functions, time, int, and sc will capture the fact that each context of use

takes place at some specific time, with specific interests in the objects talked about, and as

part of a specific speaker community. The function ep will give us for each time and

speaker community the epistemic state of that community at the time. This will be used

presently in order to capture the idea that different knowledge states can result in different

categorizations of the same domains.27

As we want to trace more than the history of only one word, we will have to

specify the word ω that was used in context c (or for which context c is of interest). With

these specifications available, we can now proceed to the functions ref and qua which

finally give us the referent of ω in context c and the qua answer that is rendered salient by

context c.28 The latter function will require some comment.

In view of what was said about the qua answer in section one, it might be

surprising to find that qua should not only be defined for baptising contexts but arbitrary

contexts. Can any context provide a qua answer? Yes, and no. I assume that the linguistic

abilities of speakers allow them to consider the following counterfactual question:

"I am in a context c of use of a word ω. What would happen if this context c was

actually a baptising context (i.e. a context of introduction for word ω)?"

Sometimes the interests and knowledge available in context c will lead to the similarity

relation ρ which belongs to the meaning of word ω anyway. Sometimes, however, the

interests of the interlocuters, or the advanced knowledge of the community might be such

that c supports a different qua answer than the one that would actually lead to the

traditional meaning of  ω. Of course we don't want to say that the meaning of word ω

                                                
27 In fact, we could omitt the parameter "speaker community" altogether, as we will never look at
cases where, given the same interest and knowledge, different speaker communities will come to different
word meanings. I keep SC for the sake of concreteness, as it might strike the reader as too abstract to see
entire language communities vanish into epistemic states.
28 In case it turns out that contexts should sensibly comprise the utterance of more than only one
word, one might instead turn ref and qua into binary functions from contexts plus words into objects and
similarities, respectively.
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changes immediately under such circumstances. Yet, if something like that will happen

frequently, it can enrich the spectrum of possible meanings of word ω.

Should qua be a total function on C? Realistically thinking, it is rather optimistic to

assume that literally  all contexts of use of a word will really suggest some respect of

generalization in a substantial way. There might be many occasions where some word is

used in a fairly neutral way without any specific interests in the referent. We might

account for this fact by assuming that qua is a partial function. Alternatively, we can also

assume that in such contexts of use, qua(c) is the similarity relation that belongs to the

meaning of word(c). I will make this assumption, as it will lateron  automatically allow us

to explain the tradition of the actual, "true" meaning of a word ω from time t to t+1.

In order to account for possible nonspecific uses of word ω, I will also assume that ref is

a partial function.

We can formulate some restrictions to the functions above. Restriction (R1) ensures that

if the same word is used in two contexts c1 and c2 at the same time, by the same

community, with the same interests and with reference to the same object, then the qua

answer rendered by these contexts should also be the same:

(R1) If two contexts c1 and c2 with word (c1) = word(c2) are such that

time(c1) = time(c2), sc(c1) = sc(c2), int(c1) = int(c2), ref(c1) = ref(c2)

then qua(c1) = qua(c2)29

The second restriction will express that speaker community and time are only relevant

insofar as they give us an epistemic state:

(R2) If two contexts c1 and c2 with word (c1) = word(c2) are such that

ep( time(c1), sc(c1) ) = ep( time(c2), sc(c2))

and int(c1) = int(c2), ref(c1) = ref(c2)

then qua(c1) = qua(c2)

Let us now put the formalism to use in order to talk about the use of word ω at time t:

(18) C(ω,t) := { c∈C | time(c)=t & word(c)=ω }

                                                
29 Could we assume that qua directly operates on tuples <w,t,sc,int,r> of a word, a time, a speaker
community, interests and referents? This would lead to difficulties because we want to be able to count
occurrences of word uses. The above tuples will not allow to distinguish co-temporal uses of a word,
under the same interests, in the same community, and with the same referent. If, for example, the
moderator of a TV show used a word in a new sense, these tuples would not distinguish whether the show
was watched by three or three million people. Evidently, we should be able to represent such frequencies.
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More interestingly, all c in C(w,t) will lead to a referent and a similarity relation. We can

collect all contexts of use at time t which render the same qua answer:

(19) C(ω,t,ρi) = { c∈C | word(c)=ω & time(c)=t & qua(c)=ρi  }

Now we are ready for the final step, namely turning these static descriptions of language

stages at some time t into a moving diachronic picture.

3.3. Today's meaning of word ω is determined by yesterday's uses

Throughout this section I will use the time variable t to stand for "yesterday" and t+1 for

"today". Let furthermore ω be the word which we want to describe in time (and, to keep

matters simpler, we will assume that ω was introduced into the language before time t).

We can now consider the set C(t) of all contexts c at time t in which ω was used.

(20) C(ω,t) := { c∈C | time(c)=t & word(c)=ω }

This set of contexts can be subdivided into equivalence classes by collecting all those

contexts c which have the same value sim(c). Let for all c in C(ω,t)

(21) [ c ]sim:= { c'  | c'∈C(ω,t) & sim(c')=sim(c) }

Next, we can collect all the objects that were referred to in such contexts of use. For each

equivalence class [ c ]sim, ref([ c ]sim) is defined as follows (where wo is the actual

world):

(22) ref([ c ]sim) := { x∈wo | ∃c'∈ [ c ]sim such that ref(c')=x }

These actual referents of ω in the contexts collected in [ c ]sim will be the pool of samples

to be generalized according to the common similarity relation of all contexts in [ c ]sim.

Realistically, one can assume that the actual samples only comprise a subset of ref([ c

]sim), namely the most common referents in such contexts of use.

(23) samples(c) := { x ∈ref([ c ]sim) | "x is one of the more common

exemplars in ref([ c ]sim)"}

I will now define the range of potential readings of word ω at time t+1:
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(24) ƒ is a potential reading of word ω at time t+1 iff

ƒ: w  → { x | ∃c∃y (c∈C(ω,t) & y∈samples(c) & sim(c)=ρ
& x ρ-similar to y in w  }

Which ones of these potential readings will become actual readings of word ω? Historical

accidents will eventually draw the distinction, but we may speculate about the driving

factors. One major criterion will certainly be the mere size of the set [ c ]sim, the number

of contexts which all support the same respect in which samples are to be generalized. If a

large number of contexts support the same reading for ω, this reading is more likely to be

actualized than if only one or two sparse contexts did.

Remember that we assumed that all "neutral" contexts support the similarity relation

which belongs to the reading of ω at time t. In the likely case that a considerable number

of contexts of use actually is more or less neutral, the actual meaning of ω at t has, for

cardinal reasons alone, good chances to be passed to t+1.

It is not entirely clear how written uses of a word should count, in a literate society. As

long as such written sources are still available, and as long as there still are some speakers

to understand ω in the intended reading of that written source, such a meaning can survive

even if the number of actual uses in conversation at time t is low.

The less the number of speakers who reliably know the meaning of word ω at time t, that

is, who could name samples and master the appropriate way of generalization, the better

are chances for other potential readings to get actualized. Once again, those readings

which are supported by a greater number of contexts of use at time t will more likely get

established than those with low frequency. Speakers who are not sure about the "true"

meaning of ω will guess what the meaning might be on the basis of the contexts of use

they know. Such speakers will act out the counterfactual question:

"I am in a context c of use of a word ω. What would happen if this context c was

actually a baptising context (i.e. a context of introduction for word ω)?"

Frequency, however, is not the only decisive factor. For example the social rank of the

speaker in c is certainly another important factor. The prominent and fashionable leading

speakers in a society are more likely to establish their view of the world in the lexicon of a

given language than less prominent and influential groups of speakers. In times of

modern mass media, even one single context of use may become influential.30 Our

                                                
30 Such examples reveal that we should eventually consider the number of recipients/hearers of an
utterance rather than utterances themselves. If Bill Clinton says "hi" in front of a TV camera, millions of
Americans might listen.
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modelling so far does not reflect the speaker of a context, yet this aspect can be added in

the evident way.

Of course, more than only one potential reading of ω can be realized at time t+1. New

readings can become useful in addition to the old one(s); new readings which typically

differ from the old reading only in subtle ways and have overlapping extensions with the

old meaning. The cases of meaning multiplication that are at the core of our model are not

as spectacular as metaphors and metonymies typically are. The account focusses on the

unobtrusive cases of meaning change. Which leads us to the next section.

3.4. Room for change

There are two main places for variation inherent in the account I propose. The first source

of variation, and the one which has gained most attention so far, is the choice of similarity

relation belonging to word ω. The second place where variation can take place is the

choice of samples which are to be generalized. In the previous section, we briefly

introduced the idea that speakers will only use the most common referents of ω at time t to

compute the meaning of ω at t+1. Formally, this was captured by the step from ref([c]sim)

to sample(c).  The shape of the most common referents of ω may change over time, thus

leading to subtle changes in meaning. I will discuss the word history of the German word

"Karussell" as a case of meaning change through changing samples, and the cases of

German "Kreide", "Horn" and "Pferd" which illustrate meaning change through changing

qua answer.

"Karussell"

The word "Karussell", which was taken over from French "carrousel" in the second half

of the 17th century, originally denoted a form of tournament game where the task was to

hit a ring with the lance while riding past it on a horse. In the 18th century, a variant of

the original game became popular where the players had to hit the rings from a pivot

mounting, sitting on wooden horses instead of real ones. While this variant was still, in a

sense, the old game, it was open to a much wider variety of competitors.

This new "typical referent" of the word "Karussell" differed from the original

game insofar as, while the participants' interest still consisted in "having fun", the kind of

"fun" taken out of the game changed: The original "Karussells" were sportive games , the

new version was already fun because one could travel in rounds on hobby horses.

It was reported to me that in Holland, at least until 30 years ago, caroussels had a

bell attached at the roof. Those who hit that bell could win a free ride on the caroussel.

This version still maintained an element of skillful competition.
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In Germany today, the rings or bells to be hit have completely vanished from the

"Karussell", and the horses now come in the company of little cars, swans, bikes, closed

carriages and all other sorts of vehicles which would have been unsuitable for a

"Karussell" in the sense of 1650.

"Kreide"

The word "Kreide" (= chalk) has two meanings in contemporary German. In one reading

Kreide1, it means "calcium carbonate" and is used as a name for a chemical substance. In

a second reading Kreide2  it denotes a writing tool, typically the small handy piece of

Kreide1 which can be used to write on blackboards. The two readings differ. Modern

industry has created Kreide2 not only coming in different colours, but also made from

other materials which resemble Kreide1 to a lesser or greater degree. The pieces of

Kreide2 which deviate most from Kreide1 are "Malkreide" or "Wachskreide" (crayons) on

the basis of wax (or, again, its modern substitutes) for kids to draw colourful paintings. It

is easy to see how both readings are generalizations over the same core referents, small

pieces of a soft white stone which was good for drawing and writing.

Actually, Kreide1 nowadays becomes fashionable in a second tool sense, namely

as a white powder which, mixed with water, can be used to paint walls. Time will show

if even a further reading Kreide3 will develop on this basis which has an extension

distinct from both, Kreide1 and Kreide2.

 The case of  "Kreide" is paralleled by many other words which have both a tool sense

and a natural substance sense. Stern (1934:380ff.) discusses the example of English

"horn" in its readings "part of an animal" and "musical instrument". While Stern offers

basically the same intuitive explanation for this polysemy as I do, his notion of meaning is

too internalistic. Stern assumes that the meaning of a word, roughly, consists of the

knowledge the speaker links to the word. This not only leads to the puzzle how two

different speakers can ever grasp the same meaning; it also forces Stern to diagnose

meaning changes even for proper names while their bearers age and are linked up to more

and more anecdotes and adventures.

"Pferd"

Many examples concern the fact that some natural substance or object becomes useful as a

tool. However, there is also a nice example of a fairly technical "tool" term which

eventually developed into a name for an animal species: The German word "Pferd" (=

horse). The Latin root31 of the word, "paraveredus", literally meant "side horse" and was

a technical term in the Roman mailing system. While the main post lines were well

                                                
31 Traditional etymologies stress the fact that para-veredus is composed of a greek prefix and a latin
root. However, the language community in command clearly were the Latin-speaking Romans.
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equipped with spare horses for faster delivery of mail and goods, on side lines the carriers

had the right to require horses, the "paraveredi", for a change from every local person.

We know from contemporary sources (for an overview see Hartman (1868)) that the

demand for "paraveredi" constituted an enormous economical pressure at certain times

and was all the less acceptable as the transport system as such was not open to the public.

It seems that the local language community got the impression that any reasonably

strong horse qualified as a "paraveredus" (or, later: NHG pfarifrit, MHG pherfrit, phärit,

pfert). At an intermediate stage, Pferd was still restricted to "any horse apart from the

war-horse" (probably because Roman carriers would first visit the farmer in their search

for a paraveredus). In the modern German sense of Pferd, the word denotes all members

of the species equus equus. The word has thus lost all functional aspects and turned into a

natural kind term.

For the sake of completeness, let me mention two more patterns of meaning variation

supported by our model.

Firstly, it is evident that changing epistemic states, more optimistically called "the

acquisition of knowledge", can support different qua-answers in face of the same samples

and under the same interests. The refinements in biological, physical and chemical

classification offer well-known examples. My account forces me to adopt the position that

the meaning of words like "gold", "water" and even "dog" changed many times in

history, as a consequence of scientific progress. I will comment on this position in section

4.2.

Secondly, we can develop a variant of the baptizing theory of section 1.2 to model

the creation and use of metaphor. In order to establish a metaphorical sense for some

given word ϖ in utterance context c

(a) it must be clear which individual or object (or state of affairs, or event) is to be the

referent R of word ϖ in that context c

(b) it must be clear that R would not be in the extension of ϖ in its literal sense

(c) speaker and hearer must know the typical referents S  of ϖ in its literal sense, and

must know for which properties these referents are taken to be the most salient

examples.

The metaphorical sense of ϖ is derived by generalizing all samples R and S  on basis of a

similarity relation ρ which, on the one hand, classifies R and S  as similar, and on the

other hand "has to do" with the properties for which S  are especially typical. Metaphorical

meanings, according to this view, are introduced exactly like ordinary meanings of

words, except that the choice of similarity relation is not left to context alone, but is more
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or less willingly driven by the speaker by putting forward an odd set of samples R and S .

The procedure will be elaborated and exemplified in section 4.3.

The diachronic semantic account thus offers room for all kinds of patterns of change

where old and new meaning have overlapping extensions, common samples, at some

time. This allows us to capture cases of generalization, specialization, inductive

generalization, and metaphor.32 The account as I see it offers no link to metonymic

processes.

4.  Further issues

4.1. Relation to prototype semantics

 One main ingredient of the account I propose is the derivation of a word's extension and

intension starting from some core exemplars. The idea of radiant categories bears evident

reference to prototype theory; the relation between the two theories has been discussed in

more detail by Gärdenfors (1997b), (t.a.) from whom we borrow the idea of measure

based similarities. Lambalgen and van der Does (1998) offer another comprehensive

overview on formal approaches to prototype theory and acknowledge the work of

Gärdenfors as one of the more promising attempts to make the classical insights of Rosch

(e.g. Rosch (1975)) fruitful for formal semantics.

More specifically, aspects of prototype theory are operant in our approach at the place

where ref( [c]sim ) is reduced to sample(c): Not all, but only the typical referents of a

word ω in contexts c which all share the same similarity ρ are used as the basis for

generalization at time t+1. The nature of typical referents may change over time, even if

the word's extension remains constant. Formally speaking, we do not require (25) and

(26) to hold true.

(25) sample(c) = sample(c') where

time(c) +1 = time(c') and sim(c)=sim(c') (identity of samples)

(26) sample(c) ⊆ sample(c') where

time(c) +1 = time(c') and sim(c)=sim(c') (conservativity)

                                                
32 I don't claim that all instances of generalization, etc. should sensibly be couched in the account.
A word might have two readings with overlapping extensions for reasons totally different from those
which can be described in terms of my account. I maintain that, in order to understand the creative aspects
of language properly, we should be concerned with the mechanisms of change instead of the patterns of
change.
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However, in order to maintain a certain smoothness in meaning develop-ment (and the

development of the world), something like (27) might often be true.

(27) sample(c) ∩ sample(c') ≠ Ø

where time(c) +1 = time(c') and sim(c)=sim(c') (non saltat)

These assumptions are empirically motivated by examples like "Karussell" which show

that changes in the nature of samples can eventually result in changes in a word's

extension and intension.

Our approach allows for the case that a word's referents R1 which occur in contexts

which support similarity ρ1 look considerably different from referents R2 which occur in

ρ2-contexts. The two corresponding readings of the word will therefore be

generalizations of different sets of samples, thus allowing for more flexibility.

A simpler version of the theory will result if we assume that all potential readings

are generalized on the basis of one and the same set of samples for word ω at time t. Even

in such a simpler version, one will want to admitt only the normal referents of ω as

samples, thus once more drawing a distinction between typical core and more exceptional

periphery. This simpler variant can easily be revealed as a more formal version of the

prototype based account of diachronic semantics proposed in Geeraerts (1997).

Geeraerts observes that many patterns in meaning variation and change can best be

explained in terms of prototype based organization of categories at all levels. Most

importantly for our case, he shows that old words can acquire new readings by forming

different categories around a constant set of core prototypic exemplars. Evidently, this is

exactly what the simplified variant formalizes.

However, if we adopt that simpler variant of our account which would correspond

to the picture that Geeraerts draws at the level of extensions and intensions, we will

predict that all new readings arise on the basis of the same set of core referents. In reality,

however, the referents which give rise to different new readings may also differ in

characteristic ways. If, for example, the German “Kreide” was to develop a reading

“powdery base material for wall paint”, the core samples of this generalization will be

sufficiently different from the core “Kreide” piece-to-write-with to disallow pieces of

coloured wax in its extension.

One difficulty in providing an example where such a pair of new readings

developed at one and the same time lies in the fact that the respective readings are usually

so old that it is almost impossible to be certain about the exact time and order in which

they evolved. For the time being, I can only offer examples of one old and two or more
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new readings where the new readings probably developed at different times. Formally, it

would thus be possible to claim that the core exemplars at the time of birth of reading 1

simply looked different from the core exemplars at the time of birth of reading 2. Yet,

such a claim would be implausible in all cases, and will become impossible altogether

when two new readings evolve at the same time.

lat: tavola = 1. board (of wood)

2. picture

3. blackboard

4. table, written list

5. table (piece of furniture)

lat.: pipa = 1. reed

2. pipe, tube

3. pipe (instrument)

4. pipe (smoking- )

Consider the example “pipa”. The core examples that gave rise to the instrument reading

were presumably pieces of reed with the respective holes and mouthpiece which made

them suitable to play music. Reed prepared in this way, however, will be completely

unsuitable to support the function that underlies reading 2. “pipe, tube”. The presumable

size of these pieces, plus the fact that they had holes drilled in, would have made them

utterly unsuitable for all purposes where you’d use a “pipe, tube”.

4.2. Scientific progress

In section one, we dismissed the idea of rigid designation for natural kind (and other)

terms in favour of a notion of meaning where extension and intension are computed on

basis of core samples and similarity relations. More importantly, we perceive those

similarities as relations which can be provided and grasped by human speakers. It is a

natural consequence of these premisses that words like "gold" or "water" will have

changed their meaning many times in history. This contrasts with the predictions of the

classical account.

According to Putnam's position, the meaning of words like "water" and "gold"

has remained constant all over time. All literature about gold or water offers different

theories about the referents of one and the same word; most importantly, scientists of all

times were actually talking the same language (at least with respect to the name of the

thing they wanted to describe). If our account were right, in what sense do natural
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scientists of today still investigate the same "gold" as those who studied Greek "chrysos"

2000 years ago?

Even if the intension of the word “gold” may have changed during the centuries, much

has remained constant.

(a) The core samples of “gold” in ancient Greek are still acceptable core pieces of

"gold" today.

(b) The interest that natural science took in these pieces has also remained

unchanged. The interest of substance classification has not been replaced by,

say, functional or religious interests.

(c) Even the extension of the word “gold” in our real world has remained constant.

The criteria that were applied by Aristotle to distinguish true “gold” from false

are still accepted as correct necessary and sufficient criteria in today's world.

In terms of intensions, however, the Greek “chrysos” and the English “gold” of 1999

differ. Counterfactual instances of “gold” that still seemed possible to Aristotle are no

longer acceptable today, and we can imagine and accept “gold” which would not have

been accessible to Aristotle.

To put it more abstractly: Meaning change through scientific progress is characterized by

constant interests, conservativity on core referents, and changing knowledge. More

specifically, the known domain of individuals Do can increase, and the knowledge about

the objects in, and around, the extension of the word can increase. The following more or

less dramatic meaning changes are possible:

(28) Old and new epistemic states ep1 and ep2 at t1 and t2 lead to two different

similarity relations ρ1 and ρ2.

(28a) Minimal change: ρ1 and ρ2 coincide on the old domain of known objects Do(t1),

and even on the new domain of known objects Do(t2). Example: “gold”

(28b) Difference in larger extension: ρ1 and ρ2 coincide on Do(t1) but differ on the larger

domain known at the later time Do(t2).

(Idealized) example: Biological criteria for animal classification before and after the

discovery of twin species.
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(28c) Difference in both extensions: ρ1 and ρ2 differ already on Do(t1). Example:

Exclusion of the “Blindschleiche” (blindworm) from the category of “Schlangen”

(snakes) after the discovery of its inward similarity to “Eidechsen” (lizards).

If even the judgements on Do(t1) are shaken, we may face the more dramatic

case

(29) Old and new epistemic states ep1 and ep2 at t1 and t2 lead to different similarity

relations ρ1 and ρ2, and to an exclusion of some of the old core referents: R2 ≠
R1. Difference in extensions at all times are an automatic consequence of this case.

Even the dramatic case in (29) is attested in the history of science. Biological Taxonomy

has adopted a quite sophisticated naming convention which is designed so as to handle

such meaning changes: According to convention, the name of a species will always cover

exactly those objects which are of “the same species (according to contemporary

wisdom)” as a fixed initial sample, used in the introduction of the name (this has been

described in Bolton (1996)). While this convention is in surprising accord with the causal

theory of reference, its limits are obvious. Almost all initial samples are dead. According

to contemporary biological classification, hwoever, the classification of animals into

species depends on mating preferences, not only mating possibilities. It will be extremely

difficult to test the mating preferences of a dead specimen, even with full knowledge of all

its genetic material.33

The more common reaction in such a case is what happened in the case of jade: In

discovering that even the core exemplars of jade fell into two distinct chemical classes,

speakers decided to coin new names for either sub-substance rather than artficially (but, in

accord with the causal theory of reference, as we saw) maintaining the word jade for

nephrite only.

Science, in linguistic terms, is the constinuing search for the ultimate qua answer for a

given set of (conservative, hopefully constant) referents. If we assume, optimistically,

that the search converges we can even add Putnam’s natural kind terms as the points of

convergence of these word meanings. However, the predecessing stages in this process

of convergence are also mirrored in the theory, along with stages of those words where

no visible convergence took place

Let me briefly comment on the spellout of Putnam given in Haas-Spohn (1994). She

develops an account which predicts that speaker communities can already be in command

of Putnam’s natural kind terms, i.e. meanings which constitute the ideal points of

                                                
33 See Mayr (op.cit.) and Senglaub (op.cit.).
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scientific convergence. She proposes that, for instance, the meaning of “gold” should be

the function that maps contexts c and worlds w  on the following set:

(30) { x | x in w  is of the same substance (in terms of the ultimate classification) as

the core referents of “gold” in context c }34

By making reference to the ultimate classification, speakers of all times can participate in

the “true” meaning of the word even without knowing its extension. Two objections can

be put forward:

(A) Definition (30) rests on the assumption that there be such a point of

convergence in natural science. Our own proposal works even without such a

point of convergence in science. If there is one, fine. If there isn’t, we still can

assign the words some meaning.

(B) Something like the word meanings I propose will still have to play a role in the

philosophy of science where it comes to an evaluation of a theory. According to

(30), almost all theories about gold will be automatically false due to the fact that

some - real or counterfactual - objects in the ultimate extension of the “true”

meaning of “gold” are not accounted for. However, we will want to distinguish

those theories which use their terms in a consistent way from those which make

inconsistent claims. We can only do that by looking at what is the “practical”

extension of these terms at a given time, not by looking at the “ultimate” extension

according to (30).

Classical causal theory of reference has gained its high reputation in part due to the

smooth account of scientific continuity it offers. Yet, it will have to address the question

how speakers, in spite of their ignorance about sets like (30), can use natural kind terms

felicitously in formulating their theories. In order to cover such aspects as “coherence of a

scientific theory”, it will be necessary to consider the extensions and intensions (of

“gold”, “water”, “elm”) predicted by my account. Otherwise it would remain a mystery

how humans can, using words of which they not even know the meaning, formulate

good theories and even show progress towards the truth.

                                                
34 Note that Haas-Spohn’s contexts are much more coarse-grained than ours, basically giving us the
core referents in the world w of the context, at time t of the context.
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4.3. Metaphor

How do metaphorical uses of a word ω fit into the picture developed so far? I want to

propose that such uses exploit the mechanisms of meaning introduction which were

discussed in section one: Once more, a speaker attempts to establish a meaning

("reading") for ω on the basis of sample exemplars and a way of generalization. The

choice of samples and similarity occurs under a slightly different perspective than in

establishing a "real" meaning, which explains the special status of metaphorical meanings.

Let me repeat what I take to be the basis to generate a metaphor. In order to establish a

metaphorical sense for some given word ϖ in utterance context c

(a) it must be clear which individual or object (or state of affairs, or event) is to be the

referent R of word ϖ in that context c

(b) it must be clear that R would not be in the extension of ϖ in its literal sense

(c) speaker and hearer must know the typical referents S  of ϖ in its literal sense

(d) speaker and hearer must share a certain amount of cultural, expert, or in-group

knowledge about these typical referents S . In the simplest case, they have to know

for which properties these referents S  are taken to be the most salient examples.

Basically, the metaphorical sense of ϖ is derived by generalising all samples R and S  on

basis of a similarity relation ρ which, on the one hand, classifies R and S  as similar, and

on the other hand "has to do" with the properties for which S  are especially typical.

This proposal to account for metaphorical readings of words implements the ideas

in Gärdenfors (1996a) into the present framework. We, in contrast to Gärdenfors, have

the advantage of an account which can explicitely talk about meaning introduction which

allows me to spell out his ideas more concisely. Another related approach can be found in

Bartsch (1998); while only Bartsch (t.a.) discusses the requirement that S  must be salient

bearers of the property to be generalized.

Let us go through a simple example. Assume that some speaker in context c* calls a

person Erwin a “Löwe” (German: male lion). The intelligent listener who, obeying

Grice's principles, will assume that the speaker would not bother uttering obvious

falsities, is thereby invited to form a new category which covers both core male lions S

and referent R = Erwin. The hearer will then compute this new metaphorical meaning of

word ϖ on the basis of the same mechanisms which he uses for ordinary baptising and in

word learning. The big question is, once more, the qua question.

Most importantly, the intended similarity relation ρm  will have to be such that S

and R are similar. Characteristically, however, the choice of samples {R,S} is such that

none of the plain, unsophisticated similarity relations will work. It will take some cultural
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experience for the hearer to figure out ρm. In other words: Speaker's and hearer's

epistemic states ep must both contain the relevant bits of knowledge which are necessary

to figure out ρm.35

In what respects are Erwin and typical lions similar? Before jumping to evident

possible answers, note that there is a large number of "wrong" anwers — all respectable

qua answers, but strangely enough not in context c*. Erwin and lions are both mammals.

Consequently, they share all common biological structures of mammals. Erwin and male

lions are both male. It might even be the case that Erwin is financially supported by his

wife in the same way as, according to recent biological findings, male lions are supported

with food by the female members of the group who do the hunting. Yet, the speaker

using “Löwe” in a metaphorical sense will neither intend it to mean “mammal” nor “male”

nor “male supported by female partner”.

In order to decide which common qualities the speaker might think of, the hearer

will have to figure out which are the qualities / properties / structure / ... for which the

typical instances of the source domain are most salient in one's culture or smaller peer

group. Lions, in our culture, are prominent examples of animals who have a mane, are

strong, powerful and — to the human eye — generally have a majestic, dominant body

language. They are not prime examples for “being male”. Nor are they prime examples

for “male who is supported by female partner”. (Male bees, drones, might qualify for that

position.)

Having narrowed down the spectrum of interesting similarities in this way, the

hearer will finally have to decide which of these respects also applies to Erwin. Assume

that Erwin is also a fighter by nature, but has short hair. The hearer will conclude that the

category denoted by "lion" in the metaphorical sense intended in this utterance is the set of

brave strong fighters. It would thus be allowed (though not very original) to apply

“Löwe” in the same metaphorical sense to other brave persons like Jean, Bo or Evelyn. It

would not be allowed to apply “Löwe” in the same sense to a person with long and wild

hair. Such a referent will require (or create) a new metaphorical sense of “Löwe”.

It would moreover not be allowed to call Erwin a “crocodile” to point out his

fighting nature, although a crocodile is equally fierce in aggressive confrontations. Why

not? Because “crocodiles” are not the most salient fighters, like male lions are not the

most salient males who are supported by females. Crocodiles might be the prime example

of other qualities which can then be taken as basis for similarity respects to form

metaphorical senses of “crocodile”.

According to this view, category formation in the creation of a metaphorical sense

of a word and category formation in ordinary baptising are basically the same process. In

                                                
35 As a result, metaphors, like jokes, can be used to create or express a "we"-feeling between
speaker and hearer. These effects can be observed most easily in real life in the conversations of first term
students, eagerly confirming their newgained epistemic backgrounds.
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both cases, we generalise samples according to a certain respect ρ. In the case of

metaphor, the respect is determined (i) by considering the properties for which the

samples are prominent examples (“lions are brave and have a mane”) and (ii) by choosing

those which also reasonably apply to the intended referent in question (= Erwin). If no

property matches both (i) and (ii), the metaphor was infelicitous.

What about the potential of metaphors to structure our view of the world? While we could

certainly say that finding the correct qua answer in a context like c* involves highlighting

certain properties of the referent R (= Erwin), the account as it stands has little to say in a

deeper way with respect to this question. In fact, my metaphor example is based on quite

simple-minded properties, and it may be questionably whether calling Erwin a “Löwe”

will require a serios remodelling of my “Erwin”-concept. However, I would submit that

the idea can be extended to more innovative and complex cases of figurative use of

language. B. Indurkhya (1992) offers a framework which allows to capture

reconceptualisation on the basis of a weak notion of partial homomorphy between source

and target domain. Applying Indurkhya's insights, we can assume that more complex

metaphors are based on the similarity of “sharing the same underlying structure” in his

sense. A full discussion of these questions is beyond the limits of this paper.

Which thereby ends.
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